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Prop from the film Troy; acquired and permanently 
installed by the city of Çanakkale (contemporary 
Troy), Turkey. 



Statue of Christopher Columbus, Salamanca, Spain. 



Rent by Hour – Building across the street from the Center for Political 
Asylum and Immigration, Brussels, Belgium. 



Cine Imperio, Tordesillas, Spain. 



Frame, Bust, Table - Collona Gallery, Rome, Italy. 



Remaining five steps of the Temple of Zeus  
(now housed in Berlin), Pergamum, Turkey. 



Harem Baroque mirror, Topkapi Palace. 



Street, Istanbul. 



Museu de Arte Antiga, Lisbon, Portugal. 



Portuguese with Guns, Benin, 16th -18th century - 
Ethnological Museum, Berlin, Germany. 



[Detail] Henri III and Don Juan of Austria, 1828, 
Richard Parkes Bonington. 



Berlin, Meret Oppenheim, Manhattan, Hitchcock. 



Parthenon marble, British Museum cast,  
Acropolis Museum, Greece. 



Possibly the hunting outfit of the Seminole chief 
Osceola, ca. 1830.   



Traineau, XVIII century.   
Gift of the Countess of Kerckover de Denterghem. 



Bridge between Europe and Asia. 



Inkstand (écritoire ‘à globes’), 1758-9.  “a gift from the king to his daughter.” 



Historical border marker between the German Congo and the Belgium Congo - 
Ethnographic Museum, Brussels, Belgium. 



Detail View of Olinda, Brazil, Fransz Post, 1662.  Rijksmuseum. 



Yerevan. 



The Five Senses, attributed to Pierre Ledoulx (Bruges 1730-1807).  ‘Provient d’un salon brugeois.’ 



Diptych 
Black woman from the Amazon, 
Schwarze Amazon emit 
Cigarillo,, Anonym, Deutsch, um 
1835, Öl auf Leinwand. 
French Settler, Anonym 
(Bismarck Island artist), ca. 1900, 
Ethnological Museum, Berlin. 



Diptych 
Porcelain. Capitoline Museums. 



Detail of Landscape with an Episode from the Conquest of America, Jan Jansz 
Mostaert, 1535. Described in 1604 as ‘a West-Indian landscape.’ 



View from the westernmost point of Europe, Cabo da Roca, Portugal. 



View from the southernmost island of Europe, Gavdos, Greece. 



EDGES, ENCOUNTERS
is a project on cultural exchanges, on assimilation, 
representation and misappropriation.  It examines 
public monuments, museum collections and other sites 
haunted by history, by violent, lustful intercourse. 
 
This is a series about colonialism but not only.  It is also 
about hybridity and the flux of identity.  Self-image is 
greatly constructed by others, by how one sees oneself 
through the eyes of others, by clashes, by mingling.  For 
example, a Hollywood prop, which by its very nature is 
a symbol of artifice, is used as a mark of authenticity by 
the city of Çanakkale (contemporary Troy, Turkey).  
 
This project involves great effort in research, resources 
(through grants) and travel.  It is a collection of images, 
of objects and experiences that narrate the extent in 
which contemporary society is formed by a complex 
and ongoing system of exchanges.  As Brazilian who 
lives in the United States I bring a particular sensibility to 
the whole enterprise: the eyes of the Southern 
hemisphere to the Northern lands, the eyes of two 
former colonies (Brazil and the U.S.) to Europe.   
 
This work is about rich (if often violent) exchanges, of a 
two-way highway of ideas, customs, and worldviews.  
 
www.cyriacolopes.com  
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